
The demands of national security
can place tremendous pressure
on ethics. Since 9/11, profes-

sionals of all kinds—from doctors and
lawyers to journalists and academics—
have felt the need to reconsider and in
some cases reformulate accepted under-
standings of their ethical responsibilities.
Yet history shows that the urgent re-
framing of ethical norms in order to
serve the ends of national security can
often be a matter of profound regret
once the apparent threat subsides.

The recent publication of two books
tackling the relationship between med-
ical ethics and national security is there-
fore to be welcomed. These texts are not
alternatives, but counterweights to each
other. One, written by an American
physician and well-known bioethicist,
seeks to reaffirm the therapeutic and
caring roles of medical professionals and
to resist those who would subvert—and
have subverted—those roles in the name
of counterterrorism. The other, written
by an Israeli political scientist who fo-
cuses on bioethics, seeks to challenge
perceived wisdom regarding the ethical
responsibilities of health professionals in
the face of war and terrorism.

Steve Miles tells us that he was
prompted to write Oath Betrayed by the
nagging question: “Where were the doc-
tors and nurses at Abu Ghraib?” To an-
swer this question, however, one must
look beyond the walls of the infamous
prison. As Miles’s book makes clear, the
complicity of health care professionals
in detainee abuse in the war on terror is
not confined to Abu Ghraib, and it rais-

es several legal and ethical questions of
substantial import.

The book begins with a brief history
of torture—both licit and illicit—and
draws repeatedly on legal materials such
as the Geneva Conventions and the Tor-
ture Convention. But Oath Betrayed is
an avowedly ethical rather than legal ac-
count, albeit one that draws rhetorical
force from legal materials as well as
codes of medical ethics.

Examining the conduct of several
military medical personnel through this
lens, Miles finds his subjects—many of
whom are named—more than wanting.
He claims that physicians and psycholo-
gists may collaborate with those who
torture or abuse prisoners in six ways: by
certifying prisoners as fit for harsh inter-
rogation; by monitoring and treating
them during interrogation; by conceal-
ing evidence of abuse through the de-
sign of “nonscarifying techniques” or
failure to record injuries in medical doc-
uments; by conducting abusive research;
by overseeing the systematic neglect of
prisoners’ basic needs, including health
care; and by keeping silent while abuse
is ongoing (p. 31). Miles sought evi-
dence of such complicity by perusing
thousands of pages of documents ob-
tained by the American Civil Liberties
Union, together with press clippings,
military reports, and already-published
work. With the notable exception of
abusive research, he finds incriminating
material for most kinds of complicity in
his taxonomy.

Complicity is, of course, more readi-
ly understood in some cases than in oth-

ers. A physician at Abu Ghraib once
told me, for example, that two of his
platoon medics initially kept silent
about the abuse of a prisoner when thin-
ly veiled threats were made on their
lives. (The same physician also de-
scribed severely limited medical re-
sources at the Abu Ghraib facility—a
problem, he claimed, he had not been in
a position to remedy.)

However, the systematic involvement
of health professionals in aggressive in-
terrogation is, for many, the most trou-
bling form of complicity. Acting as be-
havioral science consultants, psychia-
trists and psychologists at Guantanamo
Bay and Abu Ghraib advised interroga-
tors on how to conduct interrogations
that exposed detainees to severe physical
and psychological stressors. Miles’s de-
scription of these techniques as “non-
scarifying” is somewhat puzzling, since
many psychological stressors were de-
signed specifically to scare the detainees.
Preexisting phobias—in one case, fear of
the dark (recorded on a detainee’s med-
ical records)—were deliberately exploit-
ed.

Miles reserves some of his harshest
criticisms for behavioral scientists. “It is
one thing,” he observes, for “clinicians
to train an interrogator in rapport-
building and cross-cultural communica-
tion. It is quite another to use psycho-
logical, medical and cultural informa-
tion (especially when obtained in a clin-
ical encounter) to degrade, frighten or
inflict physical distress on a person” (p.
67). The Department of Defense has
defended physicians acting as behavioral
science personnel by arguing that “no
doctor-patient relationship” existed in
this context. Miles rightly rejects the no-
tion that the absence of such a relation-
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ship frees doctors from all ethical con-
straints. But he does not address at any
length the arguments of those both in-
side and outside the Pentagon who
claim that health professionals not em-
ployed to provide health care services
owe a different set of ethical obligations.

In the face of some of the most fla-
grant violations of international law
(many of which rise to the level of war
crimes) at Abu Ghraib and elsewhere,
such analysis may seem unnecessary to
many readers. (This view will undoubt-
edly be reinforced by recent policy state-
ments of the American Medical Associa-
tion and American Psychiatric Associa-
tion prohibiting physician participation
in any interrogation, even a lawful one.)
Miles’s approach was also clearly in-
formed by the dangerous semantics of
Bush administration officials who de-
fined out of existence legal protections
for detainees, as well as the prohibition
on torture and other abusive treatment.
When legal norms are manipulated in
this way, the desire to seek greater clarity
and the moral high ground from ethical
norms is more than understandable.

While most readers in the field of
bioethics will be rightly impressed with
and horrified by Miles’s engaging ac-
count, a few who are more sympathetic
to claims based on the social purposes of
medicine and the demands of national
security may remain unconvinced by his
moral clarity. Such readers will find their
doubts articulated (and more) in
Michael Gross’s recent book, Bioethics
and Armed Conflict.

Gross’s work is broad in scope, ex-
ploring the relationship between
bioethics, just war theory, and the laws
of war. As a political scientist in pursuit
of philosophical purity, Gross frequently
puzzles over long-accepted and funda-
mental legal norms. For example, a sol-
dier’s rights under the Geneva Conven-
tions are the same whether his nation is
an aggressor waging war in violation of
international law or a victim acting in
self-defense. In Gross’s view, “perhaps
only an appeal to positive law” could
justify this position (p. 40). The law is,
of course, informed by pragmatism. Na-
tions rarely recognize that their oppo-
nent’s cause is just. If the law were oth-

erwise, it would license unrestrained
warfare. This point is not simply acade-
mic: the administration’s denial of
Geneva protections to detainees in
Afghanistan and at Guantanamo Bay
clearly led to abuse.

Gross’s line of inquiry can appear
otiose at first. He asks why we care for
wounded soldiers as a matter of ethics
rather than law. After much discussion,
his answer is “simple humanitarian
duty” (p. 98). But Gross’s analysis lays
the groundwork for further chapters ad-
dressing the rights of soldiers as patients
and the principles of wartime triage.
The discussion of the latter is both
thought-provoking and consequential.
Gross probes the Allies’ failure to make
their knowledge of penicillin available to
Germany and Japan, as well as the deci-
sion to make limited supplies of the
drug available to soldiers rather than to
civilians at home who would similarly
have been in desperate need.

Frequently, Gross’s claims are at odds
with established norms of international
law, human rights, and medical ethics.
For example, he asserts (as he has done
in earlier work) that “[d]uring war, the
burden of proof falls on those who do
not violate patient confidentiality” (p.
124). This claim—reiterated several
times—is particularly troubling in light
of the administration’s efforts to under-
mine the presumption of confidentiality
in relation to detainee medical records.
Few would doubt that those efforts con-
tributed to the aggressive exploitation of
medical information by interrogators.

Gross is at his most unsettling when
he endorses physician participation in
torture and aggressive interrogation and
in biological and chemical weapons re-
search. Many will find unacceptable his
view that “the contemporary dilemma
of torture and ill-treatment sets the lives
of some against the self-esteem of oth-
ers” (p. 220). This claim relies on the
“ticking bomb” scenario usually used to
justify torture—one in which interroga-
tors supposedly know an imminent
threat exists and that the person being
questioned possesses the information
necessary to intercept it. But the episte-
mological assumptions on which this
scenario rests are generally unrealistic

and unfounded. We can rarely, if ever,
be sure that a detainee is a terrorist or
that he has detailed information about
an imminent attack. Experienced inter-
rogators also insist that torture does not
elicit reliable information. And even
when the torture victim really is a terror-
ist, is merely his self-esteem at stake?

In earlier work, Gross argued that a
physician’s ethical obligations should
not trump his civic obligation to torture
terrorists if doing so would save inno-
cent lives. That argument survives in
Bioethics and War, albeit in a somewhat
more muted form. “If doctors remain
convinced that interrogational torture
could save more lives than other forms
of interrogation, avoids unnecessary
harm, and only targets those who have
forfeited their right to self-esteem,”
Gross argues, “they may consider pro-
viding facilitating medical care during
an interrogation.” The scope of the eu-
phemistic phrase “facilitating medical
care” is far from clear, but it is broad
enough to include a physician keeping a
bleeding torture victim alive with blood
transfusions so that he can be forced to
endure yet more torture.

There can be few physicians who
would willingly volunteer for such an as-
signment, and thereby rush headlong
toward the irredeemable opprobrium of
complicity in war crimes. As I noted ear-
lier, the author of this call to arms is not
a physician. The glory of bioethics is, of
course, that no discipline owns the field,
and—happily for both Michael Gross
and this reviewer—a medical degree is
not a prerequisite for participation in
debate. But Gross’s account is unlikely
to resonate with the majority of medical
personnel whose self-perception is
molded by the therapeutic and caring
roles that are still—whatever the social
purposes of medicine—emblematic of
their profession.

It is hard to imagine two texts with
perspectives more strongly opposed than
Oath Betrayed and Bioethics and Armed
Conflict. Used in combination, they
hold enormous pedagogic potential. I
hope that my students, in their own
work, will forge views informed by both
Gross’s chilling analysis and Miles’s in-
dignant passion.


